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The LNG Industry magazine
LNG journal is the longest standing LNG publication with
a track record of quality journalism for more than twenty
years. The Journal has an international distribution and
covers news from the whole LNG value chain.
LNG Journal is published in print and online with also our
recently acquired publication “LNG Unlimited” and a new
publication “LNG Shipping News”, both published as
online e-newspapers on LNG Journal’s website.
These publications provide analysis and news from
technology options in the engineering sector, to LNG
shipping projects and financing. We track commercial
developments such as tenders, contracts and new
projects in shipping and the construction and planning
of production plants. Trending, pricing and product
specification trends are highlighted. Legal developments
are tracked in the fields of supply, shipping and
commercial finance and insurance.

Editorial
John McKay is Editor of LNG journal. He has worked
in senior editorial positions with companies around
the world, including the Financial Times newspaper in
London and international financial information and data
company, Bloomberg.
The Journal has a worldwide network of reporters who in
the past years have kept our subscribers up to date with
exclusive LNG reports from the United states, Australia,
Japan, South Korea, the Caribbean, South America and
Europe.

LNG Events
The journal also retains a high profile at leading industry
events as we are at the forefront as an organiser of industry
conferences, where a wide range of technical subjects
are covered in-depth in every issue. Our conferences
bring together representatives from leading industries as
speakers, sponsors, media partners and delegates on a
global basis.
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READERSHIP
Our subscribers and readers are made up of industry insiders, from Chief executives to Project
Engineers and Shipowners. Many of the CEOs, Engineers and Senior Executives have also
contributed papers to the Journal, writing about major developments and strategies across the
LNG value chain from production to shipping.

By region

By industry
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Europe 55%

LNG Engineering, Procurement and Construction 45%

North America 21%

LNG Shipowners/Management, Shipyards & Marine
Engineering 20 %

Asia Pacific 19%

Terminals, Oil and Gas Majors, Exploration and
Production 20 %

Middle East & Asia 2%
South America 2%

Governmental , Legal and Insurance, Finance Analysts,
Brokers & Traders 15%
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January 2016

Stepping up LNG exports ‘marginally positive’
for US economy
Expanding US LNG exports beyond 12 billion cubic
feet per day (Bcf/d) would benefit the US economy
while maintaining cheap gas prices at home that give
the domestic industry a competitive edge. In disregard
of stalling demand in Japan, South Korea and China,
analyst project a mid-term 20 Bcf/d of external demand
for US LNG and suggest that stepping up exports to
12-20 Bcf/d could reap $7-20 billion annually from
2026 to 2040 in today's prices.
Morgan Stanley analysis pub-

These findings were presented to
the U.S. Department of Energy

flects the very elastic long-run
supply curve in North America."

(DoE) by the Center for Energy
Studies at Rice University and Oxford Economics. Examining export

Price differential of
delivered LNG

scenarios of up to 20 Bcf/d, the
study expands on the 6-12 Bcf/d

Even though the US shale gale
seems to have no production lim-

British thermal units, compare
negatively with the delivered oillinked price in Japan of

scenarios studied in a previous
DoE-commissioned report.
Kenneth Medlock, co-author of

its, at least for now, critics warn
that the economies of exporting
the North American shale gas

$9.10/MMBtu. At the time, Henry
Hub spot price stood at just over
$2.25/MMBtu and the Marcellus

Notwithstanding of record low
oil and gas prices, a massive new
LNG production capacity of up to

the study, argues that "the majority
of the increase in LNG exports is accommodated by expanded domestic

bounty do not match up. Though
Henry Hub gas prices are at record

day-before shale gas pipeline
price was at $0.70.

150 mtpa is expected to hit global
markets through 2022. Reduced
near-term demand and the current

production rather than reductions in
domestic demand, a result that re-

lished in mid-November shows
that projected US delivered LNG
prices, seen at $9.60 per million

lows, the plunge in global oil prices
has made JCC-indexed LNG in Asia
significantly more attractive.

port basin‘ to being beset by excess supplies. Consequentially, the
bank anticiates Asian LNG spot to
fall to „eye-watering low levels“
of below $5/MMMtu early this year
and to hit a low of $4 before the
start of 2017.

LNG Fuelling

A few weeks ago, Credit Suisse

research forecast that in 2016 Asia
will turn from being an LNG ‘im-

supply overhang are delaying supply
from not fully contracted projects.
continued on page 2
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LNG production underway at Sabine Pass

AGENDA

Jaxport extends US LNG bunkering

With the liquefaction process at Cheniere Energy’s Sabine Pass terminal now in full
swing, it looks like the first cargo will leave the Louisiana facility as planned inUS
theshipowner TOTE Maritime Puerto Rico on January 9 completed the first LNG
third week of January. Cheniere officially flipped the switch on December 30, after
bunkering COMPANIES
at Jacksonville Port (Jaxport) in the US for its LNG-fuelled containership,
Reshuffle at Cheniere helm:
having invested close to $11 billion in the first US LNG export project.
before taking
of to
its sister ship.
Fromdelivery
interim-CEO
Set to send out the first cargo oversees from the US
shale-gas surplus, frontrunner Cheniere is also building another export plant at Corpus Christi, Texas. The
initial shipment from Sabine Pass will be the first for
LNG produced in the Lower 48 States of the US.

Bechtel-built Sabine Pass LNG terminal

permanent?
Ahead of schedule, feed-gas deliveries intoTOTE’s
the sister company TOTE Serv-

Sabine Pass LNG export facility began in mid-Novemices Incorporated
oversaw shore
MARKETS
ber and have been steadily ramped up to Train
1 caside
and shipside
Gasbunkering
futures forofMarch 16
as lowwhile
as $2.29
pacity of 0.6 Bcf per day.
LNG to “Isla Bella”
simulta-

BUSINESS

metres
continued on
page 2of LNG, using a specially
developed transfer skid designed

Exmar to continue long term
charter policy
Belgian gas carrier owner Exmar has reported a consolidated result after taxation of
$41.4 mill for 2015, compared with $68.3 mill for the year before.

operate in the Port of Jacksonville
on the St. Johns River that will ul-

to allow transfer of four ISO tanks
at once. The skid was designed

Puerto Rico’s vessels. Once opera-

to reduce transfer time to under
six hours.

be supplying LNG up and down the

JAX LNG supply

AN LNG JOURNAL TITLE ON LNG CARRIERS

LNG for “Isla Bella” was supplied
4 February 2016
by JAX LNG, a partnership of US
LNG infrastructure players Clean
Marine Energy, WesPac Midstream,
Pivotal LNG and transported by
truck operator Genox Transportation to Jacksonville,
LNG fuel for “Isla Bella” had
BUSINESS
been previously supplied using
truck-to-ship
method in San Diego
Exmar
to continue
by American
alternative fuels fillsame
policy
ing station operator Clean Energy
Fuels on in
its delivery
from US shipGasLog
positive
yard General Dynamics NASSCO.
mood
LNG for the vessel came from
AGL Resources’ owned and operated LNG Liquefaction and peakMARKETING
ing plant in Macon. Along with its
subsidiary Pivotal LNG, it currently
owns and operates six such peaking plants.
The supplier markets wholesale
sales of LNG as an alternative fuel

SHIPPING
NEWS
AGENDA

1

4

timately serve TOTE Maritime
tional in mid-2016, JAX LNG will
Florida and Georgia coasts.
Land for the facility has already been purchased while the
engineering and permitting
process advances, Pivotal LNG said
earlier this month.
“The Jacksonville site provides
the capability to add additional
natural gas liquefaction and LNG
storage capacity in the future in
order to supply other customers in
Jacksonville and regional markets,” said Pivotal LNG.
Steve Cittadine, president of
Pivotal LNG said, “The combination of this new LNG facility in
Jacksonville and our existing portfolio of LNG assets positions us
well to serve the fuelling needs of
our current and future customers
in the southeast, Puerto Rico, the
US Virgin Islands and potentially
the broader Caribbean market.”
Dave Smith, president of WesPac said, “With this landmark
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TECHNOLOGY

Braemar answers
call for turnkey
LNG fuel tank

Pivotal LNG and TOTE, we’ve effectively established LNG as the
fuel of the future for marine ves-

3

sels in the US. We look forward to
the completion of the project and
expanding the facility going forward as more markets transition
to cleaner-burning LNG fuel.”

TRUCKS
US EPA certifies
Ford CNG engine

4

Delivery of second ship
TOTE Puerto Rico last week took
delivery of “Perla Del Caribe”
from NASSCO, the sister ship to
“Ilsa Bella”.
The ship is part of a two-ship
contract signed in December 2012
with NASSCO to build the largest
dry cargo ships powered by LNG.
Anthony Chiarello, president
and CEO of TOTE said, “The ‘Isla
Bella’ is already serving the people and communities of Puerto
Rico and we are excited to introduce the ‘Perla Del Caribe’ into
the trade next month.”
The “Isla Bella” was delivered to
TOTE two months ahead of schedule
in October 2015. This Jones Actqualified ship has been operating
between Jacksonville, Florida, and
San Juan, Puerto Rico.


DESIGN

Skangas bunkers
cement carrier
in Norway

5
LNG ORDERBOOK
LNG fuelled ship fleet
and orderbook

7
LNG small scale fleet

10

LNG Unlimited
GAC forms dedicated
team

3

Exmar’s ‘Excel’ completed a charter at the end of January.
the way forward after this item
was cleared, despite the challenging market conditions in the commodity markets.
EXMAR has lengthened the option period for the second FLNG at
Wison Offshore and Marine until
the end of 2016 and is therefore
perfectly positioned for a potential turnaround in energy prices
during the course of 2016, the
company claimed.
The FSRU under construction
at Wison was also progressing as
planned and the unit was due for
delivery by the end of this year.
EXMAR said that it was in several
negotiations for her long-term

ABS to concentrate
on LNG in Americas

4

employment.
EXMAR also entered into a
TECHNOLOGY
binding term sheet with Swan
En- JOURNAL PUBLICATION
LNG
Ship-to-shore mileergy for the joint development
stone reached
and operation of the Jafrabad LNG
port project, to be located in the
Shaft generator for
State of Gujarat, India.
Saga LNGC
A 5 mill tonnes per annum
FSRU will be needed for this projInvestments are
ect and both parties have the
put on hold and
firm intention to expand the terprojects delayed
minal to 10 mill tonnes per
to help revival
annum, through the deployment
Our Europe editor
of a second FSRU.
The FEED study was ongoing
The postponement of the LNG
VARD wins further
at the time of writing andCanada
FID
final investment decision
tank approval
was planned for the first half
from April until the end of the
of 2016.
 hold-ups in first shipyear and

9 February 2016

Delays in LNG6projects stack up but volume cuts
6 will boost prices

rean shipyard customers, the
company said that it has not received any notification informing
it of any such inquiry.
In a statement, GTT said that

UNLIMITED
AGENDA
EXPORTS
Anadarko is
still upbeat on
Mozambique
despite losses

2
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ments from Sabine
in the US
LNGPass
ORDERBOOK
and Gorgon in Australia will beneNigeria’s production plant at Bonny Island in the Niger Delta
LNG
fleet
and
fit the industry
overall
and stop
orderbook
cargo dumping while helping
layed by about six months until
Another prominent venture, the
it will inform the market ofprices
any to recover.
mid-2017.
Pacific Northwest venture led by
possible developments.
The building delay at Chevron’s
Chevron is developing the
Petronas of Malaysia, has also been
LNG fsmall scale
The company also said that
it
Wheatstone
LNG
in Australia will
Wheatstone project near Onslow, in
held up by regulators and further
fleet
was due to release its full year
also help medium-term volume rethe Pilbara region of Western Ausdelays are likely under new policies
results on 18th February. duction
 as will the delay in Magnotralia with Woodside as a partner.
from the federal government in Otlia LNG signing supply agreements
It will have an initial capacity
tawa, which wants to be seen as
in the current climate of crashed
of 8.9 MTPA of LNG and was origithe world leader in climate-change
energy markets.
nally expected to come on stream
policies no matter the cost.
at the end of 2016 or the start
Petronas is likely to now conExpenditure
of 2017.
centrate on a venture more imporIn pushing back the FID on LNG
Additionally, the Australian detant for the company than the
Canada, Shell is reining in spendveloper of the Magnolia project to
Canadian project, the deployment
ing to get through the oil and gas
be built on the shore of Calcasieu
of the world's first floating LNG
slump and to complete the
Shipping Channel near the Port
hull over the Kanowit field, loUS$50Bln takeover of BG Group by
of Lake Charles has extended for
cated 180 kilometres offshore
February 15.
six months the date for a financial
Sarawak, Malaysia, in late 2016.
“Only the most competitive
closing of a tolling agreement
The Kanowit FLNG plant will
projects are going ahead,” Chief Exthat will see cargoes shipped from
produce 1.2 MTPA of LNG. The
ecutive Ben van Beurden told anathe US Gulf Coast to a new UK imPetronas venture is ahead of other
lysts after breaking the news in the
port terminal.
FLNG projects planned by compalatest earnings statement, and he
The developer, LNG Ltd, had
nies such as Shell and Australia's
expects “to get better value from
planned to close a transaction
Woodside Petroleum offshore
the supply chain in this downturn.”
with Meridian LNG Holdings Corp.,
Western Australia.
Shell’s partners in the LNG
a unit of a Canadian-based equity
The FLNG hull is being conCanada venture are three other
fund, for up to 2.00 million tonnes
structed at the Daewoo Shipbuildheavyweight market players,
per annum of LNG from the Maging and Marine Engineering
PetroChina, Korea Gas Corp. and
nolia liquefaction plant.
shipyard in Okpo, South Korea, and
Japan's Mitsubishi Corp.
The accord was for firm annual
is more than 95 percent complete.
Canada's National Energy Board
capacity of 1.7 MTPA with a furThe Kanowit project, and a
on January 8 had awarded its first
ther 0.3 MTPA to be offered at
second FLNG hull to be deployed
40-year LNG export licence to the
Magnolia's discretion out of the
over the Rotan gas field offshore
Shell-led venture.
planned 8 MTPA of total output at
Sabah in 2017, are part of the
That’s as it was also announced
the plant.
Petronas strategy of unlocking the
that the Wheatstone liquefaction
The LNG Canada project is one
gas reserves in Malaysia's remote
plant being constructed onshore
of around 20 export proposals in
and stranded fields.
Western Australia has been deBritish Columbia.


GTT denies South Korean rumours
In reply to rumours circulating
that the Korean Fair Trade Commission was to open an inquiry
into the commercial practices
between GTT and its South Ko-

China limits sulphur
at 0.5% on Yangtze
River ships

4

US shale
gas production
Once completed, the six processing Trains neously
plannedmanaging
a container
4
slows
at Sabine Pass will have a nameplate capacitycargo
of 4.5operation.
mtpa each, amounting to 27 mtpa in total. Cheniere
The operator used 12 of its ISO
POLICY
said in June 2015 it was expanding its LNG ambitions
LNG containersTurkey
in an LNG
bunkertempted
to import
5
US spot
cargoes
with the aim of reaching a total output of 60 ing
mtpa
by
configuration.
The LNG
set up
was
2025, accelerating growth from the 40.5 mtpadeveloped in partnership
withat
two
Nord Stream-2
LNG bunkering from LNG trailer using four-hose setup. Source: TOTE
with
planned for 2020.
US companies,loggerheads
cryogenic truck
Europe‘s LNG strategy?
5
As a first mover, Cheniere managed to get trailer
its
to US industries and operators
company Applied Cryogenics
agreement, WesPac has secured
Sabine Pass LNG project fully contracted to mostly
converting fleets and machinery
Technologies US LNG semi-trailer
property in Jacksonville for the
PROJECTS
Asian buyers or trading houses. Cheniere’s first
four
manufacturer
Dragon Products.
construction of the first LNG liqGoldboro
LNG partnersthat run on diesel and propane to
European
linksrun on7low-emissions LNG.
LNG trains (16mpta) are secured by long-term FOB
The vesselbroaden
“Isla Bella”
was
uefaction facility supplying marine
contracts with BG Group, Gas Natural Fenosa,supplied
KOGAS with BG,
JAX LNG plans an LNG liquefactotalETE
of get
100,000
fuel in North America.
go-ahead
forabout
Lake 378.5
Charles
projecttion facility
9
and GAIL.
LNG gallons, or
cubic
and bunker barge to
“Together with our partners

LNG Shipping News
EBITDA was $116.7 mill and EBIT
was $71.4 mill for 2015, compared
with $133 mill and $86.6 mill, respectively for the previous year.
In the LNGC segment, EBIT for
the fourth quarter of last year was
$9.7 mill and $34.5 mill for the
full year, compared to $24 mill for
full 2014.
EXMAR said that it remained
committed to long-term charters
and was therefore not directly impacted by the rate fluctuations on
the worldwide market.
The LNGC ‘Excel’ was employed until the end of January. As
of 28th January, the statement’s
release date, discussions on future
employment were ongoing.
In Exmar’s floating liquefaction
segment, the construction of the
‘Caribbean FLNG’ was progressing
and the commissioning of the unit
had started. Delivery was expected in the second quarter of
this year, once it had been successfully performance-tested at
the Wison shipyard.
EXMAR said that it was working
together with Pacific Exploration
and Production (PRE) to find alternative employment for this unit.
The DC LNG consortium was
awaiting feedback from the Canadian authorities on the import
duty for the FLNG barge. The consortium will be able to decide on

FUELLING
NEWS
AGENDA

3

IMPORTS
India clears
way to improve
under-used
Kochi terminal

3
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10

CONTRACTS
Total to supply
LNG to Indonesia
and China under
two new accords

5
CHARTERS
Exmar seeks
to place FLNG
project hull
with another client

6
MARITIME
LNG fleet set
to deliver
more volume
in trading rise

7
CONFERENCE

IGU’s President
emphasizes
importance of
Perth LNG 18

E-newspaper Ads
LNG Unlimited and LNG Shipping
News/LNG Fuelling are e-newspapers
distributed weekly, whilst LNG North
America is distributed monthly.
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Daily E-newsletter
Banners

Branded E-Blast

Our daily e-newsletter is sent
out to our entire database of
approximately 10,000 LNG
Professionals.

An E-Blast is an email
composed by you, that
is sent out to all contacts
in our extensive database.

For advertising options, see the
respective newspaper’s media pack
under the “Advertise” link on our
website

To find out more about our online advertising options, please visit or contact:

Narges Jodeyri
Advertising Manager
narges@lngjournal.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 3406
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E-newsletter
Banners

Website Banners
Leaderboard banner
Top banner

Top skyscraper
160 x 600
Px

Top banner

insertion banner

Skyscrapers (top and bottom)
Bottom
skyscraper
160 x 600
Px

Small banner

Sticky banner
Advertising message banner
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Online rates
Website banners
width

height

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

Leader board banner

728 px

90 px

£2,300

£5,800

£11,200

£13,800

Skyscraper top

160 px

600px

£2,300

£5,800

£11,200

£13,800

Skyscraper bottom

160 px

600px

£1,900

£4,500

£7,500

£11,000

Large sticky banner

728 px

90 px

£2,300

£5,800

£11,200

£13,800

Small banner

160 px

100 px

£1,000

£2,600

£3,900

£6,200

We reserve the right to rotate banners between up to three advertisers

E-newsletter banner
width

height

Sent out to approx. 10,000 LNG professionals every day
1 week

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

Top banner

590 px

60 px

£999

£1,900

£2,999

£4,999

£7,799

Insertion banner

390 px

130px

£799

£1,499

£2,259

£3,699

£5,599

Advertising message banner

600 px

160 px

£1,899

£2,899

£4,599

£7,799

£12,299

E-blast - £3,000
An E-blast is an electronic mail sent out to all contacts in our extensive database made up of most of
the companies that are involved in the LNG industry and the key people within these companies.
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